Ride Designs® Custom Back

The best solution for traditional custom seating applications and an ideal match for the growing and active person.

Lightweight
Adjustable
Growable
Skin safe

Now with a softer option!
Ride® Custom Back support...

Ride Designs’ lightweight, thin-profile, and adjustable Custom Back support for the widest range of needs.

Breathable
The Brock Composite liner material and spacer fabric cover help to keep the sitter dry and comfortable in virtually any climate.

Protection and comfort
Supplementary padding and reliefs improve protection and comfort at sensitive areas.

Easy to clean and adjust
Removable and ventilated inner shell eases cleaning, maintenance, and adjustments.

Mounting options
Strong ventilated outer shell provides stability and surfaces for easy mounting of hardware and accessories.

Growable
Like the Ride Custom Cushion, the Back can be grown at a fraction of the cost of a new custom system.

FlexLoc® Custom Back Mounting System
Adjustable and removable multi-axial hardware allows for the widest range of adjustment and security.

Brock® is a registered trademark of Brock International.
Ride® Custom Back

softer...

Now available with a soft foam insert option!

For a more forgiving user interface, an optional open-cell polyurethane foam insert is available as an alternative to the firm, breathable composite foam liner.

Protection and comfort
Supplementary reliefs help improve protection and comfort at sensitive areas.

Cover options
Available with choice of breathable spacer fabric cover or wipeable incontinence-proof cover.

RideWorks® Simulation, Scanning & Ordering Process

No more plaster or impression foam simulators!
Custom Back shapes can be captured using Ride’s existing bead bag and vacuum system. Skip the plaster step and use the RideWorks app to quickly and accurately scan a 3-D image of the shape.

Ride Custom Cushion shapes can now also be captured with Ride’s dual bead bag and vacuum system, then scanned with the RideWorks app.

Fast, accurate and safe
Capture shapes, draw trim-lines directly on the bead bags and then let the new RideWorks scanner and app guide you through the rest. A fresh outer simulator bag for each simulation helps prevent cross-contamination and infection.

RideWorks
In minutes, Ride’s exclusive app organizes the process of client photos, scanning, and order form completion — all of which are then transmitted to Ride Designs via the internet with secure encryption.
People are unique and their seating systems need to be as individual as they are. Specific and accurate application of our patented methods of support helps to ensure the best of seating outcomes.

- Improved mobility, balance, and control.
- Application of pressure and shear only where you need it.
- Aids in skin health by off-loading at-risk areas.
- Light weight and breathable.
- Adjustable.
- Growable.
- Completely washable.
- Coded for Medicare/Medicaid reimbursement.
- 90 day fit and function guarantee.
- Two year product warranty.

Ride® Custom Systems

Excellent match for the active or growing user.

Ride Designs goes beyond custom!

Visit ridedesigns.com to view our exclusive and innovative non-custom products for virtually any age, diagnosis, or need.

Ride Custom Systems... adult and pediatric sizes

Perfect for the traditional custom user.